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Abstract 
We prove that the pseudovariety DS, of all finite monoids, each of whose regular 9-classes is 
a subsemigroup, is local. (A pseudovariety (or variety) V is local if any category whose local 
monoids belong to V divides a member of V.) The proof uses the “kernel theorem” of the first 
author and Pustejovsky together with the description by Weil of DS as an iterated “block product”. 
The one-sided analogues of these methods provide wide new classes of local pseudovarieties 
of completely regular monoids. We conclude, however, with the second author’s example of 
a variety (and a pseudovariety) of completely regular monoids that is nor local. 
A pseudovariety V of monoids is said to be local if every finite category C whose 
local (or “loop”) monoids belong to V divides a monoid in V. Locality has important 
applications to both the theory of pseudovarieties and to its connection with varieties 
of formal languages [20, lo]. The first author showed in [4] and with Szendrei n [7] 
that many pseudovarieties that consist of completely regular monoids or, equiva- 
lently, satisfy an identity x”+ 1 = x, are local. For instance, the pseudovariety CR of all 
finite completely regular monoids is local [4]. Any nontrivial subpseudovariety 
consisting of orthogroups (those in which the idempotents form a submonoid) is local. 
These results are here delimited in one way, but extended in two ways. An example 
is given of a nontrivial pseudovariety (and a nontrivial variety) of completely regular 
monoids that is not local, answering a question posed in [7]. However, it is shown that 
many well-studied operators on completely regular pseudovarieties preserve locality. 
Most importantly, it is shown that if V is a local completely regular pseudovariety 
then G * V, the pseudovariety generated by all semidirect products G * M, G E G (the 
pseudovariety of finite groups) M E V, has the same property. (Thus the ( )T’ operator 
[ 1 l] preserves locality.) In combination with earlier results this yields a wide class of 
local varieties. It also provides an alternative proof that CR is local. 
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The “two-sided” versions of the positive arguments for completely regular monoids 
yield a proof that the pseudovariety DS, of all finite monoids each of whose regular 
?&classes is a subsemigroup, is local. This pseudovariety is a natural generalization of 
CR that has attracted considerable attention of late. We use the description [22] of 
DS as the union of the iterated “block” products G 0 ( . . . 17 (G 0 J1) . . .), where G and 
J1 are the pseudovarieties of groups and of semilattices, respectively. The key tool is 
a ‘kernel’ theorem (and its one-sided analogue) for categories introduced in [S]. 
An abbreviated version of Section 5, without proofs, has appeared in [21]. 
1. Monoids and categories 
A variety of monoids is a class of monoids closed under quotients, submonoids and 
direct products. A pseudovariety of monoids is a class of finite monoids closed under 
quotients, submonoids and finite direct products. Varieties and pseudovarieties of 
semigroups are defined analogously. For background on pseudovarieties and their 
connection with the theory of formal languages ee, for example, [13]. 
Varieties of all types will be denoted by bold capitals. The symbol 1 will denote 
either the variety or pseudovariety, according to context, of all trivial monoids (or 
trivial semigroups). However, J1 denotes the pseudovariety of all finite semilattices 
(considered as monoids or as semigroups, in context). 
For any [pseudo] variety V of monoids and any [finite] monoid M there is a least 
V-congruence, denoted pv. That is, pv is the least congruence p on M such that 
M/p E V. 
Let I/ be a monoid written additively with identity 0. Let T be a monoid with 
a double action (t, v, t’) -+ tvt’ on T/ such that: 
t(q + II&’ = tv,t’ + tv&, 
t1@&vl = (~lh)@Ylh 
101 =v; tOt’=O, 
for all v, vl, V;?E I/, t, t’, tl, tZ, t;, t; E T. Abbreviate lvr to vt and tul to tv. With the 
product defined by (v, t)(v’, t’) = (vt’ + tv’, tt’), V x T becomes a monoid, a double 
semidirect product V ** T of T/ and T [14]. 
A special case is the block product of arbitrary monoids I/ and T. For each 
f:TxT+V and t,t’eT, let @‘:TxT + V be defined by tl(tft’)tz = (tlt)f(t’t2). 
Then the map (t, h t’) -+ tft’ defines a double action of T on V rxT; the block product 
P’O T of T/ and T is the double semidirect product of I/ “r and T with respect o this 
action. 
A double action (t, v, t’) -+ tvt’ is a lef action if tot’ = tv for all t, t’ E T, u E I/. The 
double semidirect product then becomes the usual semidirect product V * T, with 
(v, t)(v’, t’) = (v + tv’, tt’). The dual concept is the reverse semidirect product I/ *r T. The 
wreath product I/ 0 T of monoids I/ and T is then the semidirect product of 1/’ and 
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T with the natural left action. The dual is the reverse wreath product V oy T. For a full 
discussion of the properties of, and interplay between, these constructions, see [14]. 
The block product U 0 V of two monoid varieties (sometimes written U ** V) is the 
variety generated by all block products M 0 N (equivalently [ 143 all double semidirect 
products), ME U, NE V. Their wreath product U * V (sometimes written U 0 V) is 
generated by all wreath (equivalently, all semidirect) products, similarly; their reverse 
wreath product is denoted U *rV. Analogous definitions apply to pseudovarieties. 
Weil [22, Lemma 2.41 showed that if v and T are finite monoids and G is a group 
dividing 1/ IJ T then G admits a normal subgroup N of V such that G/N divides T. 
The first part of Result 1.1 is then an immediate consequence, the second part being 
similar. 
Result 1.1. Let V and W be pseudovarieties of monoids. Then Gn(V 0 W) = 
(GnV)O(GnW) and Gn(V*W) =(GnV)*(GnW). 
Next we summarize from [ZO] the definitions and elementary properties of the 
algebraic theory of categories that we shall require. A graph C consists of a set Obj C 
of objects and, for each pair c, d of objects, a horn-set C(c, d) of arrows x : c + d; d is the 
head and c is the tail of x. Graphs with one object may be identified with sets. 
A category is a graph C on which a product of pairs of consecutive arrows is defined, 
associative on triples, with an identity arrow 1, at each object c. Categories with one 
object are therefore just monoids. At each object c, the horn-set C(c,c) is the local 
monoid at c, denoted C,. The exponent of C is the least integer n such that x” is 
idempotent for every loop x in C. 
A relational morphism 4: C + D of categories consists of a function 
4: Obj C -P Obj D and, for each horn-set C(c,d), a fully defined relation 
4: C(c,d) + D(c4, d4) such that (x4)(y4) c (xy)4 whenever xy is defined, and 
lc6~ l,& 4 is a morphism if each horn-set relation is a function; it is injective, or is 
a division, if each horn-set relation is injective, that is, if for all distinct coterminal pairs 
x and y, x4 and y~$ are disjoint. If such a division exists then C divides D, written 
C< D. An injective morphism is termed faithful. A relational morphism (in particular 
a morphism) is quotient if it is bijective on objects and surjective on each horn-set. 
An equivalence relation p on a category C consists of a family of equivalence 
relations, one on each horn-set; p is a congruence if for all coterminal pairs x, y and all 
consecutive triples a, x, b of arrows, xpy implies axb p ayb. The quotient category C/p 
has Obj C = Obj C/p and the obvious quotient sets for horn-sets. The natural mor- 
phism rcP of C on C/p is a quotient morphism. 
With any morphism 4: C --t D of categories there is an associated congru- 
ence -+ on C, defined for coterminal pairs x and y by x -+ y if x4 = ~4. Denote the 
quotient category by C/4. If 4 is a quotient morphism then C/4 E D. In general, there 
is a faithful morphism 8 : C/4 -+ D such that 4 = II -$0. 
Let 4 : C + D be a relational morphism of categories. Then 4 may be regarded as 
a subcategory of C x D. In this context, following Tilson [21] we denote it $4. Let & 
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and &, denote the restrictions to #4 of the projections of C x D on C and D. The 
canonical factorization of 4 is the equation 4 = 42 ‘&. Here 4; ’ is the inverse of 
a quotient morphism (and is therefore a division) and 4D is a morphism, which is 
injective if and only if 4 is a division. 
A variety of categories is a class of categories that is closed under direct products 
and division, equivalently (by the preceding paragraph) under direct products, quo- 
tient morphisms and inverses of faithful morphisms. Pseudovarieties of finite catego- 
ries are defined analogously. We also use 1 to denote either the variety or 
pseudovariety of trivial categories (those for which each horn-set has at most one 
arrow). A category C is bonded (or strongly connected) if each horn-set is nonempty. 
Ref. [20, Theorem 13.61 asserts that a category C belongs to a nontrivial variety V if 
and only if each of its “bonded components” belongs to V. Thus when discussing 
varietal membership, only bonded categories need to be treated. 
With every variety V of monoids, two varieties of categories are naturally asso- 
ciated: gV is the variety generated by V and consists of all categories that divide some 
monoid in V; 1V consists of all categories whose local monoids belong to V; gV and 1V 
are, respectively, the least and greatest category varieties whose monoids are precisely 
those in V. For example gl = 1, the variety of trivial categories, but 11 is the variety of 
locally trivial categories. The variety V is local if gV = 1V. Locality of pseudovarieties 
is defined in the same way and, in particular, has many applications to semigroup 
theory and formal language theory (see [20,7]). 
It was shown by the first author [4] that each variety CRn of monoids de- 
fined by a law x”+l = x, n 2 1, is local. A monoid variety consists of completely 
regular monoids if and only if it is contained in CRo for some n. The pseudo- 
varieties defined by the same laws are also local and in fact the pseudovariety 
CR of all finite completely regular monoids is local. On the other hand, he and 
Szendrei [6,7] proved that any nontrivial variety of monoids that consists of orthog- 
roups (completely regular semigroups whose idempotents form a subsemigroup) is 
local; the same holds for pseudovarieties. We shall see in Section 5 that not every 
variety, and not every pseudovariety, consisting of completely regular monoids is 
local. 
It will be necessary here to consider free categories and their congruences. Given 
any graph X, there is a free category X* over X, the objects of which are those of X, 
the horn-sets X*(c, d) consisting of all paths in X from c to d. Two paths are coterminal 
if they lie in the same horn-set of X*. The operation is concatenation; the identity at 
a is the empty path at a. With each variety W of categories there is associated 
a congruence sw on X*, and X*/ =,,, is the W-free category on X, in the usual sense: 
if CE W and there is a graph mapping 4 :X + C, then 4 extends uniquely to 
a morphism of X*/ zw to C. Given C, the graph X may be chosen so that the 
morphism is quotient. In terms of congruences, a variety V of monoids is local if and 
only if, for any graph X, sgv = zIv. The latter is clearly the congruence on X* 
generated (see below) by the family {pv}, of least V-congruences on the local monoids 
of C. We can interpret cgv as follows. 
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Let E be the set of all edges of X. Considering E as a one-object graph, E* denotes 
the free monoid it generates. The map q that sends the objects of X to the single object 
of E, and the edges to themselves in E, extends to an injective morphism r] : X* + E*. 
(Each path in X* is mapped to the corresponding word in E*.) By [7, Proposition 2.11, 
for coterminal paths p and 4 in X, p +q in X* if and only if pq pv qq in E*. 
Any congruence p on a category C induces a congruence pf on each local monoid 
C,. Conversely, any family {T,},,Obj c, or just {rc}, of congruences on the local 
monoids of C generates a congruence {r,}*: the intersection of all congruences that 
include UZ~. Such a family is called extensible [7] if {rc}: = z, for each c~Obj C. 
Results on extensibility from [7] will be used in the sequel. One such is the following: 
Result 1.2 (Jones and Szendrei [7, Lemma 3.41). A family {~~}~~c is extensible if and 
only if x z, y implies pxq Tb pyq, for all loops x and y at c and all arrows p : b --) c, q : c + b. 
We complete this introduction with a discussion of ideals of categories. Let C be 
a category. An ideal of C is a subgraph Z with the property that for every arrow u of I, 
sut EZ for every consecutive triple s,u, t. Thus Z is a “semigroupoid”, rather than 
a category. The notation Z,, c~Obj C, now denotes the local semigroup of Z at 
c (possibly empty). Clearly, if nonempty, I, is an ideal of C,. The ideals are partially 
ordered by inclusion. If C is finite, it possesses minimal ideals and if C is also bonded, 
it clearly has a unique minimum ideal. For any set A of arrows of C, the ideal 
generated by A is CAC = {sat : a E A, s, a, t consecutive}, together with the appropriate 
objects. 
Lemma 1.3. Let C be a finite bonded category. The minimum ideal M of C intersects 
each local monoid of C in its minimum ideal. 
Proof. For each c E Obj C let K, be the minimum ideal of C,. Clearly K, c M,. Also 
M E CK,C, whence M, E (C&C), = C,K,C, = K,. IJ 
An ideal Z is trivial if 1 Z(c, d) 1 I 1 for all c, d E Obj C. (If C is bonded then equality 
must hold and Z is clearly the minimum ideal.) For any ideal Z of C, the Rees 
congruence modulo I, pI, identifies precisely the arrows in Z(c,d), for each pair 
c, d E Obj C. The quotient category C/Z = C/p, then possesses a trivial ideal. 
2. Kernels 
In [S] the first author and Pustejovsky defined a kernel for arbitrary relational 
morphisms between categories and proved a “kernel theorem” [S, Theorem 3.11 
relating kernels to double semidirect products. This and related theorems generalized 
results from [20] on kernels of relational morphisms between monoids. The “one- 
sided” version of the kernel is the derived category. The analogous “derived category 
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theorem” generalizes results of [20], on the derived category of relational morphisms 
between monoids. 
We shall not need the most general form of the kernel (and derived category) in the 
sequel. In order to simplify the exposition, we shall define these concepts only for 
quotient morphisms between categories. In this case, these concepts are closely related 
to constructions of Therien [19, IS]. 
Thus let 4: C + D be a quotient morphism between categories C and D. We first 
define a “prekernel” W,. This is a category whose objects are the ordered pairs (d, c> 
of consecutive arrows of D. The arrows of W, have the form 
(d, x, f) : (4 (44 f > -+ (444 .I->* 
where d,xq5, f are consecutive arrows of D. If (d,x, f) and (8,x’, f') are consecutive 
arrows of W, then their product is (d,xx’, f'); the identity arrow at (d, e) is (d, lj,e), 
where j4 is the head of d (and thus the tail of e). It is routinely verified that W,++ is 
a category. 
Define an equivalence relation = on W, by (d, x, e) = (d, x’, e) if uxv = UX’V for all 
uedq5-‘, vee4-’ (where (d,x,e) and (d,x’, e) are coterminal). Then [14, $23, 
K, = WJ E is a category, the kernel of 4. We write [d,x, f] for the =-class of 
(d,x,f). 
Result 2.1 (Jones and Pustejovsky [S, Theorem 3.11). Let 4: C + D be a quotient 
morphism of categories, Suppose K, divides a monoid M and D divides a monoid N. Then 
C divides the block product M 0 N. 
We may interpret this result varietally, as follows. Let V and W be varieties of 
categories. Define V 0 W as the class of all quotients of categories C for which there is 
a quotient morphism 4 : C + D with D E W and K, E V. Then V 0 W is again a variety. 
Then [5,Theorem 3.51 for varieties V and W of monoids, g(V0 W) = gVOgW. If 
each side of the equation is intersected with the class of monoids, the result is the 
kernel theorem for monoids in [ 141. Since all our constructions preserve finiteness, we 
may replace “variety” by “pseudovariety” everywhere, assuming all categories finite. 
The one-sided versions of the above are as follows. Again let 4 : C + D be a quotient 
morphism between categories. Let W, have as objects the arrows of D and as arrows 
the pairs of the form (d, x) : d + d(x@), where d and X&J are consecutive arrows of D. 
Now D+, the derived category of 4, is W@/-, where (d,x) = (d,x’) if ux = UX’ for all 
u~d$- ‘. We write [d,x] for the =-class of (d, x). 
Result 2.2 (Jones and Pustejovsky [S, Theorem 4.11). Let 4 : C + D be a quotient 
morphism of categories. Suppose D4 divides a monoid M and D divides a monoid N. Then 
C divides the wreath product MON. 
We may define a product V * W of category varieties using the derived category, in 
analogy with the definition of V 0 W. Then as above for varieties V and W of monoids, 
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g(V * W) = gV * gW [S]. Again, all these results may be interpreted in terms of 
pseudovarieties. 
Finally, there are left-right duals for these one-sided definitions and results. In 
particular the reverse derived category and the reverse wreath product (Section 1) are 
connected by a reverse derived category theorem: g(V *r W) = gV *r gW. 
3. Locality of DS 
The pseudovariety DS, comprising all finite monoids each of whose regular % 
classes is a subsemigroup, was introduced by Schiitzenberger [ 171 who, in addition to 
studying the structure of its monoids, determined the languages recognized by various 
of its subpseudovarieties. Considerable attention has been focused on DS of late, 
particularly by Azevedo [l] and Weil [22]. 
For any pseudovariety V of semigroups, DV will denote the pseudovariety of 
monoids, each of whose regular g-classes is a semigroup in V. Note that 
DS = DCR = DCS, where CS is the pseudovariety of completely simple semigroups. 
Notable subpseudovarieties are Dl, usually denoted J, DReB (where ReB is the 
pseudovariety of rectangular bands), usually denoted DA; and DRZ and DLZ (where 
RZ and LZ are the pseudovarieties of right and left zero semigroups, respectively), 
usually denoted L and R, respectively. See [ 131 for the languages associated with these 
subpseudovarieties. Although the languages recognized by members of DS itself do 
not seem to have a simple characterization, Weil [22, Theorem 5.11 has determined 
those associated with the subpseudovariety DS,,,( =DCR,,,), where the subscript 
denotes that all subgroups must be solvable. 
The pseudovariety J is known not to be local [9]. The status of DA is un- 
certain. In order to prove DS (and D&) is local, we need some properties of its 
members. The following was shown in [ 171. (See [ 131 for the definition of “ultimately 
satisfies”.) 
Result 3.1. For afinite monoid S the following are equivalent: 
(i) SEDS; 
(ii) {b: Jb 2 Ja> is a subsemigroup of Sfor all regular aE S; 
(iii) S ultimately satisjes the equations ((xy)“(yx)“(xy)“)” = (xy)“. 
If V is any pseudovariety of monoids, LV denotes the pseudovariety of semigroups 
(S: eSeE I/ for all eES,e2 = e}. 
Result 3.2 (Schiitzenberger [17]). A jnite monoid M belongs to DS ifand only if there 
exists a morphism C#I : M + N onto a semilattice N such that e4- ’ E LG for each e E N. 
In other words, DS is the Mal’cev product of LG with J1. In fact if we denote by 
S(H) the pseudovariety of monoids, all of whose subgroups belong to H, for 
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a pseudovariety H of groups, it easily follows that DS(H) is the Mal’cev product of LH 
with Ji. By remarks in [17], DS(H) = (LH)-‘Ji, which we write simply as LH-‘Ji. 
(Here, for pseudovarieties V and W, V-‘W consists of the monoids M for which there 
is a relational morphism r#~ : M + NEW such that S4-’ E V for all subsemigroups S of 
N with SEV.) It is well known that a pseudovariety H of groups is closed under 
wreath, or block, products if and only if any extension of one member of H by another 
member of H again belongs to H. We call such a pseudovariety extension-closed. 
Clearly G and 1 are extension-closed, as is Gsol, the pseudovariety of finite solvable 
groups. Weil [22, Corollary 2.51 showed that for any extension-closed pseudovariety 
H of groups and any pseudovariety W of monoids, H 0 W -c LH- ’ W. In particular, 
HODS(H) s LH- ‘DS(H) = LH-‘(LH-‘Jl). It is easily verified that the latter is 
LH-‘J1. For future reference we state: 
Proposition 3.3. For any extension-closed pseudovariety H of groups, H q DS(H) = 
DS(H). 
Two cases are of particular note: G 0 DS = DS and Gsol 0 DS,,, = DS,,i. Although 
the inequality HODS(H) E DS(H) is all that is needed in the sequel, it is worth 
noting the following description of DS(H), which follows now immediately from [15, 
Theorem 3.4(2)] (or from the remainder of this section). The case H = Gsol is in [22, 
Theorem 5.11. 
Proposition 3.4. Let H be a nontrivial extension-closed pseudovariety of groups. Put 
DS(H), = J1 and,for k 2 1, DS(H)k = HODS(H)-,. Then DS(H) = UkZO DS(H)I,. 
We now prove that DS(H) is local, for any nontrivial extension-closed 
pseudovariety H of groups. Our line of reasoning is based on that of [lS]. We first 
prove some general results on the kernels of Rees quotient morphisms. For conveni- 
ence, if p is any congruence on a category C, let K, be the kernel of the natural 
morphism of C on C/p. 
Lemma 3.5. Let I be an ideal of a category C. Let s, t E Obj C and put u = spI, v = tp,. 
Then if either s or t is not in I, the local monoid K,,+,,> at (u, v> is trivial. 
Proof. Suppose s, say, is not in I. Let [a, x, v] E KP,(u,Y). Since [u, x, u] is a loop, sx pr s, 
whence sx = s and sxt = st = s lit, where i is the head of u (and tail of u). Thus 
[u,x, U] = [u, li, U] for all such 100~s. 0 
Let C be a finite bonded category. By Section 1, it possesses a minimum ideal I. For 
each object a of C, let Y0 denote the congruence on C, that is % on I, and 
the identical relation elsewhere. Let 4 denote the congruence on C generated by the 
family {&I. 
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Lemma 3.6. Let C be a finite bonded category, with minimum ideal I. In the notation 
above, 
(i) the family {ZO} is extensible and all nontrivial l-classes are contained in I, 
(ii) each local monoid of K, is isomorphic to a subgroup of some local semigroup 
OfI. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.3, I, is the minimum ideal of C,, whence completely simple, for 
each a E Obj C. Thus X0 is indeed a congruence. Let n be the exponent of C (so x” is 
idempotent for every loop x). 
(i) By [7, Lemma 3.41 it suffices to show that if x Xa y then pxq ~T~pyq for all 
p : b + a, q : a + b, b E Obj C. If x # y then x and y belong to the minimum ideal of C, 
(Lemma 1.3) and since qpE C,, xqp% yqp, whence (xqp)” = (yqp)“. Then (pxq)” = 
(pxq)2” = (pyq)2” = (pyq)“, so that pxq 2 pyq in (the minimum ideal of) Ib. 
Thus the restriction r, of t to C, is X0 and is therefore contained in (pr), = pro. 
Hence l G (Us)* s PI. 
(ii) Let (u,x,v) be a loop in W,. Thus u(x4) = u and (xt)v = v. Let st = u, tt = v, 
where s: a -+ b, t: b + c, say, so that x is a loop at b. Since 5 E pr, K, divides 
K,, ([S, Proposition 2.31). Thus if s or t does not belong to I then K5+V) is trivial, by 
Lemma 3.5. 
Assume, then, that s, t E I. Since C is bonded, there is an arrow w : b + a. We may 
assume w E I (since wsw :b --) a). From u(xr) = u we have sx t s and thus (ws)” x I”. 
Denote the idempotent (ws)” of Ib by e. Similarly, let f be the idempotent (tz)” of I,,, 
where z : c --* b. Since &, = X*, ex Xe and xf Xf, whence exe = ex and f x f = x J 
Define 
9: K,+,, + H, by [u,x,v]&’ = ex. 
Let (u, x, v) and (u, y, v) be loops of Wt at (u, v). Suppose (u, x, v) = (u, y, v). Then 
sxt = syt and so wsxtz = wsytz, whence ex f = eyf: Since Ib is a completely simple 
subsemigroup and ex, ey E H, it follows that ex = ey. The map 6 is therefore well 
defined. Also ([u, x, v] [u, y, v])O = [u, xy, v] 0 = exye = (exe)(eye), as ex = exe. Therefore 
8 is a morphism. 
Finally, suppose [u, x, v] 8 = [u, y, v] 8, that is, ex = ey. Choose S’ and t’ arbitrarily 
such that ~‘5 = u, t’g = v. Since s’ts, s’ E I. Now I is the minimum ideal of C, so 
I = C(ws’)C and there exist p : a + b, p’ : b -+ a such that s’ = p(ws’)p’. It follows that 
s = (pw)“s’(p’)” where (pw)” is idempotent, so that s’ = (pw)“s’, and s’ is a left multiple 
of ws’. But ws’ &, ws, that is, ws’ Xb ws Zb e. In particular ws’, and therefore also s’, is 
a left multiple of e. Therefore s’x = s’y, and s’xt’ = s’yr’. We have [u, x, v] = [u, y, v], as 
required. 0 
In the notation of the lemma, the minimum ideals of the local monoids of C/t are 
clearly rectangular bands. We next treat this situation (c.f. [18, Lemma 3.21). 
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Lemma 3.7. Let C be ajnite bonded category, with minimum ideal I. If I, is a rectangu- 
lar band for each a E Obj C then K,, E 11. 
Proof. Let (u,x, u) be a loop at (u, v) in W,. Let sp, = U, tpl = v, where s: a + b, 
t: b --t c, say. Since u, x4 and v are consecutive, so are s, x and t. Thus XEZ,. By 
Lemma 3.5, we need only consider the case when s, t ~1. By an argument like that at 
the end of the previous proof, there exist w : b + a and w1 : a + b such that s = w,(ws); 
and z: c + b, z1 : b + c such that t = (tz)zl. Now ws, x, tz E It,, a rectangular band, so 
(KWS)x(tz) = (ws)(tz), whence sxt = st. We therefore have [u,x,v] = [u, lb, v] and 
p,<U,L,) is trivial. 0 
If C is bonded, the quotient C/Z by any ideal I possesses a trivial minimum ideal. If 
C possesses a trivial minimum ideal we denote that ideal by 0. Then 0, denotes the 
unique edge in 0 n C,, for each c E Obj C. The notation 0 will stand for any arrow of 0. 
An ideal I in a category with minimum ideal 0 is null if all products of consecutive 
arrows are 0. The next lemma is similar to [18,Lemma 3.11. 
Lemma 3.8. Let C be a bonded category with minimum ideal 0. Suppose C possesses 
a O-minimal ideal I which is null. Then K,,~ll. 
Proof. Let (u, x, v) be a loop at (u, o) in WP,. Let spr = U, tp, = v. By Lemma 3.5, we 
may assume s, t EZ. Then sxt = 0 = st, so Kp,(,_) is trivial. 0 
Lemma 3.9. Let C be a finite bonded category, with minimum ideal 0. Then C is 
isomorphic with a subdirect product of categories, each possessing a unique O-minimal ideal. 
Proof. Let Ii, . . . , I, be the O-minimal ideals of C, and assume m > 1. For each i, let 
Qi consist of all arrows x such that C x CnZi G 0, together with their end-points. 
Then Qi is an ideal; let pi denote the associated Rees congruence. Now for any nonzero 
arrow x of C, Cx C contains some O-minimal ideal Ii, whence {x}pi = {x}. Hence 
fi {pi: 1 I i I m> is the identical relation and C is a subdirect product of {C/pi: 
lIi<m). 0 
Our final lemma is the only one that mentions DS. 
Lemma 3.10. Let C be a finite bonded category, with minimum ideal 0 and unique 
O-minimal ideal I, which is not null. If CE IDS then the graph C - 0, obtained by 
removing all zero arrows and all objects c for which 1, is a zero arrow, is a subcategory 
OfC. 
Proof. By assumption, there exist x, y E I such that xy # 0. Since I is O-minimal, 
I = Cxy C and x = s(xy)t for some s, t. Let e = (yt)“, where n is the exponent of C. 
Then e is a nonzero idempotent of I, since x = s”x(yt)“. 
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Let u, v be any two consecutive nonzero arrows of C. Since C u C # 0, I E C u C 
and so e = puq for some p,q. Then qpu is a loop, at b, say, and (qpu)” is an 
idempotent in Zb - Ob, since (qpu)” = qepu and e = pu(qpu)“q. Similarly, e = TVS 
for some Y, s, and (vts)” EZ~ - Ob. By an argument like that in Lemma 1.3, Ih 
is a O-minimal ideal of Cb and hence, by hypothesis, Zb - Ob is regular a-class 
of Cb. Since Cb E DS, I,, - Ob is a subsemigroup of Cb, so that (qpu)“(uts)” # 0, whence 
uv # 0. 0 
Theorem 3.11. Let H be any nontrivial extension-closed pseudovariety of groups. Then 
DS(H) is local. In particular, DS and DS,,, are local. 
Proof. Let C be a finite category. Suppose C E IDS(H). We proceed by induction on 
the number of arrows of C. If C is trivial then it divides a trivial monoid; if C is 
a semilattice then it belongs to DS(H). 
Assume C is nontrivial and bonded. Let I be its minimum ideal. If Z contains 
a nontrivial subgroup then the congruence 5, defined before Lemma 3.6, is non- 
trivial and by that lemma K, E 1H. By hypothesis, C/t E gDS(H). Since any non-trivial 
pseudovariety of groups is local, it follows from the kernel theorem (Result 2.1) that 
C E g(H 0 DS(H)) = gDS(H), by Proposition 3.3. 
Otherwise I, is a rectangular band for each aEObj C. If Z is nontrivial then 
by Lemma 3.7, K,, ~11 c 1H. The kernel theorem and Proposition 3.3 apply sim- 
ilarly. 
Assume, then, that C has trivial minimum ideal 0. By Lemma 3.9 and the induction 
hypothesis we may also assume C has a unique O-minimal ideal I, say. If Z is null then 
Lemma 3.8 applies and the argument of the preceding paragraph is valid. Otherwise 
Lemma 3.10 applies: C - 0 is a subcategory of C, which belongs to gDS(H), by 
hypothesis. Clearly Obj(C - 0) = {dE:Obj C: l,$O}. Suppose Obj(C - 0) # Obj C. 
Then C(Obj(C - 0)), the full subcategory determined by Obj(C - 0), belongs to 
gDS(H) by the inductive hypothesis. Let ceObj C - Obj(C - 0) and let 
d E Obj(C - 0). Since C is bonded there exist arrows x : c + d and y : d + c. But since 
1, E 0, C, = { lc} and xy = 1,. In the terminology of [20, p. 1041, c is a retract of d. By 
[20, Proposition 3.53, CiC(Obj(C - 0)). 
We may henceforth assume, therefore, that Obj(C - 0) = Obj C. We note also 
that C - 0 is bonded, for by Lemma 3.10 (and its proof), Z contains a nonzero idem- 
potent e, a loop at c, say, and so for any de Obj C, e EZ c Cl&, that is, there 
exist nonzero arrows from c to d and conversely. The direct product of C - 0 
with the two element semilattice Y with object f (and arrows l,, Of) also belongs to 
gDS(H) and has an ideal K = (C - 0) x 0. Now define a mapping 4 : (C - 0) x Y -+ C 
by putting (c,f)4 = c, c~Obj C, and, if X: c + d in C - 0, putting (x, lf)Q, = x 
and (x,0,)4 equal to the zero arrow in C(c,d). It is easily verified that 4 is a 
category morphism and that, since C - 0 is bonded, 4 is a quotient morphism, with 
associated congruence pK. Hence C = ((C - 0) x Y )/pKegDS(H), completing the 
proof. 0 
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4. Completely regular pseudovarieties 
We use the one-sided versions of the techniques of the preceding section. The 
arguments are somewhat simpler and the results somewhat stronger by virtue 
of (1) associativity of the wreath product [2O,p. 1931, (2) the fact that beginning 
with J1, iterated wreath and reverse wreath products remain within CR (see 
below). 
Varieties of completely regular semigroups have been studied intensively over the 
past decade or so. For an exposition of the deep theory of Polak in the context of 
pseudovarieties of completely regular monoids see [ll]. Without attempting to 
survey this theory, we present some relevant material on Mal’cev and wreath prod- 
ucts. The connection between these two operations, in this context, was pointed out to 
the authors by Henckell. The main results on Mal’cev products were proven in the 
varietal setting [3] but carry over without change to the current one. 
For any pseudovariety H of groups, let LtH and RH denote the classes of left 
groups and right groups, respectively, with subgroups in H. If V is a subpseudovariety 
of CR then LtHm V [RHm V] denotes the pseudovariety generated by all finite 
completely regular monoids S for which there is a morphism 4 : S + T, where T E V 
and e4-’ EL~H[RH] for every idempotent e of T. Other Mal’cev products such as 
HmV and J1 m V have analogous meanings. In [ll], LtG m V and RG m V are 
denoted VT’ and VT,, respectively. 
It is shown that these “operators” induce certain congruences on the lattice of 
sub-pseudovarieties of CR. Iterating the “operators”, V + VT’ + VT’&, . . . , and dually, 
leads to interesting “networks” of pseudovarieties. Another operator V -+ VK = 
ReB m V is also of great interest. 
The pseudovariety CR(H) comprises all finite completely regular monoids whose 
subgroups belong to the group pseudovariety H. Thus CR(G) = CR. Recall the 
notation x- 1 and x0 for the inverse of x in, and the identity element of, the group 
X-class H, containing the element x, in a member of CR. 
Proposition 4.1. For any extension-closed pseudovariety H of groups, H * CR(H) = 
CR(H) and, dually, H *r CR(H) = CR(H). 
Proof. Let GEG and T ECR. For any (g, t)e G * T it may be verified that 
(g - tog - t- ‘g, t- ‘) is an inverse of (g, t) which commutes with (g, t). Thus G * T E CR 
and G * CR = CR. By result 1.1, (H * CR(H)) n G = H * H = H. Hence H * CR(H) = 
CR(H). 0 
The following proposition was pointed out to the authors by Henckell. 
Propusition4.2. For any nontrivial subpseudovariety V of CR and any group 
pseudovariety H, H * V = LtH m V and H *r V = RH m V. 
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Proof. One inclusion in the former equation may be verified by showing that if G E H 
and T E V then the natural morphism n : G * T -+ T has the property that en-’ E LtH 
for every idempotent e of T. Conversely, suppose S E LtH m V and let 4 be a morphism 
satisfying the appropriate property. It is easy to show D,clH and so by the derived 
category theorem (for monoids), SE H * V. The second equality is dual. 0 
A useful characterization of LtG is the following, where for any equivalence relation 
p on a semigroup, pb denotes the greatest congruence contained in p. We leave the 
proof as an exercise. 
Proposition 4.3. The following are equivalent, for a finite completely regular monoid 
S and a pseudovariety V of completely regular monoids: 
(i) SELtGmV 
(ii) pv g 2, where pv is the least congruence p on S such that S/PEV; 
(iii) S/Y b E V. 
The one-sided analogue of the description of DS(H) in Proposition 3.4 is the 
following description of CR(H). One inclusion follows from Proposition 4.1, the other 
from [15, Proposition 3.81, applied to the congruence 22 (or from an inductive 
argument on the number of %classes, using the derived category theorem and its 
dual). 
Proposition 4.4. Let H be a nontrivial extension-closed pseudovariety of groups. Put 
V0 = J1 and, for k 20, V2k+l =H*Vzk, V2k+2 =H*rV2k+l. Then CR(H) = 
Uk>Jk. 
In other words CR(H) = . . . H *(H *r . . . (H*,(H* J1)) . ..) . . . . In particular CR = 
JT,Tr” . 
1 . 
Finally, we illustrate these ideas with some examples. The pseudovariety JT = 
G * Jr = LtG m J1 consists of all semilattices of left groups and is therefore orthodox. 
Jones and Szendrei [6,7] showed that every nontrivial pseudovariety of orthogroups 
(orthodox completely regular monoids) is local. Let B denote the pseudovariety of 
bands (idempotent monoids). Then BT’ = G * B = LtG m B is the pseudovariety BLtG 
of bands of left groups; and G er B = BRG is the pseudovariety of bands of right groups. 
Their intersection is the pseudovariety G m B = BG of bands of groups, consisting of 
those completely regular monoids on which 2 is a congruence. Bands of left (and, 
dually, right) groups have a similar characterization. 
Proposition 4.5. BLtG consists of thosefinite completely regular monoids on which 2 is 
a left congruence. 
Proof. Suppose SeBLtG. Then pB c_ _Y, by Proposition 4.3. Let a, b, CES, a,%? b. 
Since 9 is a left congruence, ca $2 cb. Now pB is the congruence generated by X, so 
a pB b implies ca pB cb and thus ca 2’ cb, whence ca Z cb. 
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Conversely, suppose x is a left congruence on S. Since 9 is the least semilattice 
congruence on S, pB E 9. To show pB E 9 it therefore suffices to show pBnW E X. 
So let (x, y) ~p,n&?. Thus there is a sequence of “elementary Z-transitions” 
x = s&J&J -+s&& = sinit, + . . . =s,u,t, + S,VJ” = y, where Siyt~ES1yt4icPVi, 
O<l<n. 
NOW since %’ is a left congruence, SiUi 2 SiVi for each i, SO we may assume each 
si = 1; and since x 9 y, we may premultiply the sequence by x0( = y") and thus assume 
that each Ui, Vim X. Then for all i, uiti = ui(uPti) 3 ui(uPti) = Ui(UPti) = Oiti, since ~8 is 
a congruence on the %class D,, which contains Ui, ai and apti. Hence x 2 y. [7 
The main result of this section is the following. 
Theorem4.6. Let H be an extension-closed pseudovariety of groups and let V be 
a subpseudovariety of CR(H). If V is local then H * V and H *,V are local. In 
particular, for any local pseudovariety V of completely regular monoids, VT’ = G * V 
and VT’ = G *,V are again local. 
A few special cases and remarks are in order, before the proof is presented. It was 
shown in [23] that the pseudovariety B of bands is local. We therefore obtain: 
Corollary 4.7. The pseudovarieties BLtG and BRG are local. 
Whether the pseudovariety BG of bands of groups is local is open (as is the 
appropriate question for varieties). This pseudovariety is actually G m B. The operator 
V + VT = G m V has also attracted considerable attention. It is implicit in [7] that if 
V is local and contains J1 then V”( = RB m V) is again local. Similarly, LZ m V and 
RZ m V are local. In view of Theorem 4.6, V + VT is the only one of the operators 
induced from Mal’cev products for which preservation of locality may fail. 
From Proposition 4.4, Theorem 4.6 immediately yields the following (the case 
H = 1 being that of bands). 
Corollary 4.8. For any extension-closed pseudooariety H of groups, CR(H) is local. 
However, the first author has shown [4] that CR(H) is local for every pseudovariety 
of groups! 
The proof of Theorem 4.6 requires a little preparation and a preliminary lemma. 
A pseudovariety U of categories is finitely generated if it is generated by a single 
category C, say. In that case [20], U coincides with the finite members of the variety 
V(C) of categories that C generates: for any finite graph X, the quotient X*/ =vcc, is 
finite and is therefore a free object in U over X. (Here we use the notation introduced 
in Section 1). It will be convenient, for any category C and any pseudovariety V of 
categories, to denote by pv the least congruence p on C such that C/p~v. Thus, for 
example, -v(cJ = pu, above. 
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Lemma 4.9. Let U be a Jinitely generated pseudovariety of locally completely regular 
categories, with U A G nontrivial. Let X be afinite graph and put C = X*fp,. Suppose 
W is a subpseudovariety of U that contains J1 and is such that on each local monoid C, 
of C, the restriction (pw), of pw to C, is contained in 9. Then D,,,, E l(U n G). 
Proof. Let n be the exponent of the category that generates U. Then C E 1CRn. We will 
use technical results on 1CRn categories from [7]. For convenience, put p = pu on the 
free category X*; thus C = X*/p. Also put j? = pw on C and put D = C//I. Denote by 
8 the composition of the natural morphisms corresponding to p and fi; thus t3 :X* --) D 
and 9 induces the congruence pw on X*. By hypothesis J1 c W, whence gJ1 s W. 
Thus if u0 = ~6, for coterminal paths u and v in X, then c(u) = c(v), where for any path 
w in X, c(w) is its content: the set of arrows that appear in W. (This is the essence of 
Simon’s lemma (see [20]).) 
Let K denote the variety of monoids generated by the groups in C itself. Since C is 
finite, K is a finitely generated variety of groups, of exponent dividing n, and the finite 
members of K belong to U n G. Since D, = DPw is finite, to show it belongs to l(U n G) 
it suffices to show, therefore, that it belongs to 1K. 
Since K has finite exponent, it is defined by monoid identities of the form 
W(%,..., xk) = 1. We will show that the local monoids of D, satisfy every such 
identity, from which the result will follow. Let d: a -P c be an edge of D and let 
Cd,sA . . . , [d, st] be loops at d in D, (so each si is a loop at c in C). Let s : a + c be an 
edge in C such that s/3 = d. It must be shown that sw(sl, . . . , sk) = s in C, for then 
w((d,s,), . . . , (d,s,J) = (d,l,) in W, and w([d,sJ,..., [d,s,J) = [d,l,] in Da. Let 
u,rl, . . . , rk be edges of X* such that up = s and rip = si, i = 1, . . . , k. Again, each ri is 
a loop at c. Since each [d, si] is a loop, d(sifi) = d in D, SO (uri)O = u0. By the remarks 
in the preceding paragraph c(uri) = c(u) for each i. 
Following [20, p. 1271 u has a unique “bonded normal form” u = uotlul . . . r,,,u,, 
where for each Ui there is a path in the underlying graph of u from its head to its tail, 
but there is no such path for any ti. Further, by [7, Section 33, if v is a path in X* 
coterminal with u and with the same content as u, then its bonded normal form is 
v = V&lVl . . . t,,,v,, where C(Ui) = c(Ui), i = 1, . . . , m. By [7, Proposition 3.3(ii)], if u /? v, 
then uifivi for i = I,..., m. Since ri is a loop at the head of u and has content 
contained in C(U), the bonded normal form of uri can only be uri = uotlul . . . t,,,(U,rJ. 
From (uri)p pup it follows that (umri)p bump. Say u,: b + c. Let z: c + b be such 
that c(z) E c(u,). Let e = (zu,)“~: then e, rip, . . . , rkpeC,, e is an idempotent and 
e(rip)fie for each i. By hypothesis, e(rip)Ye, whence e(rip)%e for each i, since 
C, E CR. 
The dual of [7, Lemma 5.11 states that if paths p: a + b and 4: b + c in a free 
category are such that c(p) C c(q) then qplc&,rpq for some path r: b -+ a. Applied to 
z and u, in X* it follows that u,p = (yp)(zum)p for some y:c -+ b in X*, whence 
u,p = (u,p)e, that is s = se (since (zu,)p 2 e). By assumption, the group H, EK. Thus 
e = w(e(rIp), . . . , e(rkp)) = ew(r,p, . . . , rkp) = ew(sl, . . . , Sk). Therefore s = sw(sl, . . . , Sk), 
as required. 0 
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We may now prove the theorem. Let H be an extension-closed pseudovariety of 
groups and let V be a local subpseudovariety of CR(H). We prove that H * V is local, 
the other statement being dual. If H is trivial then H * V = V, so we may assume H is 
nontrivial. If V does not contain J1, then it is well known that V is a group 
pseudovariety and is therefore contained in H, whence H * V = H is local. So we may 
also assume J1 E V. 
Let C E l(H * V) and let U be the pseudovariety that it generates. Let X be a finite 
graph that generates C and put E = X*/p,, a finite category as noted above. Then 
E E U G l(H * V) and C is a quotient of E. If no local monoid of C contains a nontrivial 
semilattice then each of its local monoids is a group and therefore belongs to 
G n(H * V) = H * H = H (c.f. the proof of Proposition 4.1). In that case, CE~H = 
gH c g(H * V). So we may henceforth assume J1 E U. Put W = UnlV. For each 
a E Obj X = Obj E, E, E H * V = LtH m V, by Proposition 4.2; by Proposition 4.3, 
E&Z b E V. Let y denote the congruence on E generated by the family { _Yb} of such 
congruences, over all the local monoids of E. By [7, Corollary 5.61, (2”“) is extensible 
(see Section l), that is ‘ya = _YY bfor each a. Hence E/y E 1V and so E/y E 1V n U = W. 
Then pw c y on E, whence (pw), E ya E 58 for each local monoid E,. 
If U n G = 1 then C E 1V = gV z g(H * V). Otherwise, the hypotheses of Lemma 4.9 
are fulfilled and so Dpw E l(U n G) c l((H * V) n G) = lH, as above. Thus DOW E gH. By 
the definition of wreath product of pseudovarieties, E E gH * W. But W 5 gV, since 
V is local, so E E gH * gV. By the “derived category theorem” (Result 2.2 and the 
remarks that follow it), E Eg(H * V). Since C is a quotient of E, CEg(H Y V), as 
required. 0 
5. A nonlocal variety of completely regular monoids 
As defined in Section 1, CR4 denotes the variety of completely regular monoids 
defined by the law 
x5 = x. (1) 
Let T be the variety of monoids defined by the law 
(xz xw yz yw)4 = (xz xw yz yw)2, (2) 
and put R = CR4nT, so that R is defined by (1) and (2). 
Theorem 5.1. The variety R is a nonlocal variety of completely regular monoids. Its 
finite members comprise a nonlocal pseudovariety of such monoids. 
This section is devoted to the proof of the theorem. Let X be the graph shown in 
Fig. 1. 
In the notation of the introduction, E = {x,y,z, w}. Let e denote the path 
xzxwyzyw in X. By (2), ((ea)4,(es)2) EP~ E pR and therefore (e4, e2)E =gR (see 
Section 1 for notation). 
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Suppose R is local. Then (e4,e2)E =iR. It is clear from its definition that 
EIR = =,cR4 v =IT s sgCR4 v =_I~. (III fact, EiS noted earlier, 3-R4 = sgCR4, but 
this fact is not needed in the sequel.) Coterminal paths u and u in X are related under 
=rT if and only if there is a sequence of “elementary transitions” from u to v, each 
transition of the form 1s~ + Atp, where Asp, Itu E X* and (s, t) or (t, s) is obtained from 
(2) by substituting paths from X2, or paths from Xf, for x,y,z and w. 
There exists, therefore, a sequence 
e4=p0,41,p1,...,qn+l =e2 (3) 
of paths in X2, where for 0 I i I n, pi sg~R4 qi+ 1 and qi = xieiyi,pi = xiLyi for some 
paths xi,yi,ei,f;:, with {ei,fi} = {(prpsqrqs)4, (prp~qrqs)~} for some p,q,r,~~Xs or 
some p, q, r, s E Xi. We may further assume in (3) that each xi begins in e4 and each yi 
ends in e4 since es E gCR4 e. 
The meihod of proof is to replace the sequence (3) by a new sequence 
e2,po,~,p1, .. . ,qn+l,e 
4 
(4) - - 
such that e2 = -gCR4pO, h+ I =gCR4 e4 and for 0 I i 5 n, pi 3~R4 qi+ I and i =gCR4pi. -- 
The consequence, that e2 z gcR4e4, will be shown false, contramng the assumeh 
locality of R. 
Denote the paths that generate the local monoids X;l; and X$ by 
a = xz, b = xw, c = yz, d = yw; and a’ = zx, b’ = wy, c’ = zy, d’ = wx 
respectively. A path in X is said to be cyclic if it is a subpath of (abed)” for some m 2 1. 
Given any nonempty path u in X*, we construct a path u as follows. 
IfuEX;, so that u = ulu2 . . . u,, say, r 2 1, where each UiE {a,b,c,d), then: if r = 1, 
u = u; if r > 1 insert between aj and aj+ i, for 1 <j < r, the path uj, where Uj = (bcda)2, 
(cdab)2, (dabc)’ or (abcd)2 if a .a , j+ 1 = ab, bc, cd or da, respectively, and otherwise uj is 
the path of minimum length, from the submonoid of XY, generated by {a, b, c, dabcd}, 
that makes ajvjaj+ 1 cyclic. 
If u $ X;l;, let A and p be minimal paths such that I u p E X j; and define 41 by 
lup = I up. To avoid ambiguity I and p are chosen according to Table 1. Note that 
1 and P have length at most one and that the underline operation on X$ preserves the 
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Table 1 
u begins with I iu begins with u ends with P up ends with 
a’ 
b’ 
fir 
first and last letters. Clearly 1, = 1, and p = lA in the other cases. The third column 
will prove useful in computing u. 
For example, if u = a’ then 1 up = ya’w = cb, 1 up = c(dabcd)(u)b = 
y(c’d’a’b’c’d’u’)w, whence u = (c’d’u’b’)c’d’u’. 
Similarly, if u = (a’)“‘, m > 1, A up = y(u’)“w = cum- ‘b and 
Aup = c(dubcd)(u(b)(c)(dubcd))“-2u(bcdu)2b 
= y(c’d’u’b’)2m- ’ c’d’a’w, 
whence u = (c’d’u’b’)2m- ’ c’d’u’. 
In the sequence (4), pO = f = e34 and 4n+l= 2 = er6. The first step toward - 
obtaining the requisite contradiction is to treat the transition 4i + pi. 
Lemma 5.2. In the notation of@) & =-gCR4B, i = 1, . . , n. 
Proof. We have qi = xie,yi, pi = Xif;yi, where {ei,f;} = {t2, t4}, t = prpsqrqs. Sup- 
pose first that p, q, r, s E X2. Then c = t uz for some u E X2, in which case c = (i~)~i. 
Consider how t is formed: seven insertions must be made between the cyclic paths 
p, G p, s, 4,~ 4,s. Each insertion contains an even number of d’s. The same is true of the 
insertion u between s and p. Since p, 4,~ and 2 all appear twice in t, the cyclic word tu 
contains an even number of d’s as well. But tu is a power of either ubcd, bcdu, cdub or 
dubc, whence an even power of one of these paths. Hence (@u)~, @.u)~) E zICR4 c zgCR4. 
Further, 3 = suieioiyi and h = SUihaiyi, for some paths ui, Ui. Recall that we 
assumed in (3) that yznds in e4. Thus sin& c:fi and 2 all end in the same edge, we may _ 
write Uiyi = uyi for some path y{ (using the fact that s and pi are cyclic paths). Thus - 
and SO ‘i =&R4&2 as required. 
The alternative case, when p, q, r, s E X2;, is complicated by the corresponding 
complication in the definition of “bar”, but is similar. We omit the details. 0 
The rest of the proof of the theorem is therefore devoted to proving the correspond- 
ing result for the transitions pi + qi+ i. Recall that for coterminal paths u and u in X, 
(k u) E =gCR4 if and only if (uq, uq) E pCR4 in E*. To simplify the notation we omit 11 in 
the sequel; further, we denote pcR4 simply by p. Thus we are to prove that (pi, qi + r) E p. -- 
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The proof relies heavily on the description of p given by Pastijn and the second author 
[12] and by Kadourek and Polak [8]. 
For u E E* let c(u) denote the content of u, that is, the entries from {x, y, z, w} in u. Let 
O(u) be the longest initial segment of u such that Ic(O(u))l = Ic(u)l - 1 and let {U(u)} = 
c(u) - c(O(u)). Define l(u) and i(u) dually. If Ic(u)l > 1 the characteristic sequence of 
u is [u] = (u,,,ui, . . . , u,,+~), where uO,ulr . . . . uh+ 1 are selected SUCCeSSiVely from the 
left as subwords of u, maximal such that \C(Ui)l = Ic(u)l - 1. 
Result 5.3. If [u] = (uo,ul, . . . , &,+I) then Ug = O(U), Uh+l = I(U), I(Ui) = O(Ui+l) and 
c(ui) # c(ui+ 1) for 0 I i I h, and 
u = t&u; . . . t&t,,+ 1, (5) 
where U: is obtained from ui by deleting l(ui). 
Conversely, ifuO,ul....rUh+l~E*, with 1 IIc(uo)( = lc(~~)J=...=Ic(u~+~)l ~4, 
~(U~)=O(U~+~)andC(U~)#C(U~+~)forO<iIhthen(~~,~~,...,uh+~)=[~],whereuis 
given by (5). 
When h >O, ul,..., uh will be termed the interior terms of [u]. 
Let Z be a denumerable set and let B4 denote the Burnside variety of groups of 
exponent dividing 4. Thus FB4(Z) is the free Burnside group of exponent 4. 
Result 5.4. [12, 81. Let u, VEE*. With p denoting pCR4, then upv if and only if the 
following are satisfied: 
(i) c(u) = c(v) 
(ii) Ic(u)l = 0 and u = v = 1 or 
Ic(u)l = 1 and upB4v or 
Ic(u)l > 1, O(u)pO(v), l(u)pl(v) and if [u] = (uO,...,uh+I) and [v] = 
(v o,...,v~+l)then(u~p)~...(~~~)~=(v~~)~...(v~~)~inFB4(Z),foranyinjec- 
tive map $:{wp: WEE*, Ic(w)l = Ic(u)l - l} +Z. 
The characteristic sequence for e( =xz xw yz yw = abed) is [e] = (ab, xwy, wyzyw); 
similarly [e’] = (ab, xwy, wyzyw, ywx, wxzxw, xwy, wyzyw). For convenience, we make 
the following abbreviations: 
CI = xwy, p = wyzyw, y = ywx, 6 = wxzxw. 
Then [e”] = (ab, (cx, b, y, a)“- ‘, tl, /?). An application of Result 5.4 yields that e” p em if 
and only if m = n(mod4). In particular (e”,e*)$p and, in the original notation, 
(e4, e*) 6 sgCR4. Thus it remains to prove only that pip qi + 1, i = 0, 1, . . . , n, which will 
be accomplished by a sequence of lemmas exploring the relationship between [u] and 
[u], for UEX~, Ic(u)l = 4. 
Lemma5.5.Let UEX~, Ic(u)l=4, [u]=(uo,ul ,..., ~h+~). For O<i<h, l(Ui) 
( =O(Ui+ 1)) is a power of one of a, b, C, d, a’, b’, c’, d’; in each case T(ut) and U(ui+ 1) are 
uniquely determined, as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 
am b” C" d” (a’lrn (b’)” (c’)~ (d’)” 
Uu,) w z w z Y x x Y 
wi+ 1) Y Y X X w z w z 
Table 3 
w4 164) O(q) = 1 (Ui_ ,) ti tii -- 
am (a’)’ (abcd)2m-za 
(c’) 
b” (b’)’ (bcda) 
2m-Zb 
(d’)’ 
cm (a’) (cdab)2m-2c 
(0 
d” (b’) (dabc)“-‘d 
(d’)’ 
(aOm a’ 
(c’d’a’b’)2”- lc’d’a’ 
b’ 
(b’)” C' (b’c’d’a’)“-‘b’ 
d’ 
(c’)” C' 
(a'b'C'd')2"-2a'b'C' 
d’ 
(d’)” a’ 
(d’a’b’c’)h-2d 
b’ 
uEXX,IC(U)I=4,Cul=(U,,~..,Uh+1). 
&a’ = bsi 
u^;c’ = bsi 
u*i = bsi 
cii = bsi 
Cia’ = ds, 
i&c’ = dsi 
iii = dsi 
Ci = dsi 
iii = d’a’sib 
Ci = d’a’si 
I& = b’sid 
cii = b’si 
u^( = b’c’sid 
iii = b’c’si 
Gi = d’sib 
iii = d’si 
Proof. From ICY = 4 it follows that lc(~i)l = 3 and lc(l(uJ)l = 2. The edges of l(uJ 
must be consecutive, so C(l(Ui)) is one of {x, w}, (x, z}, {y, w}, { y, z>. In each case i(q) 
and b(Ui+ 1) satisfy {i(uJ, O(Ui+ i)} = X - c(l(uJ), yielding (in a different order) the 
eight columns of the last two rows of the table. The top entry of each column now 
follows from consecutivity of edges in u. 0 
To exemplify, suppose i(ui) = w and B(u,+~) = y, so that c(l(Ui)) = {x,z}. Then 
since i(uJ 1 (Ui) is a path, 1 (ui) must begin with x; similarly, O(ui+ 1) must end with z and 
l(uJ is therefore a power of xz = a. 
Note further that for each of the eight possibilities for O(ui+ J given in Table 2 
there are then only two choices for l(ni+l) possible, applying the lemma with 
i incremented by 1. For instance, to continue the above example, we have 
C(Ui+l) = {XY,Z> SO c(l(Ui+l)) = {X,Z> or {Y, > z , SO that i(ui+ J is y or x, and 1 (Ui+ 1) 
is therefore a power of a’ or c’, respectively. 
The first two columns of Table 3 list the 16 possible combinations of O(Ui) and 
l(uJ, 1 5 i < h, following the above arguments (with i decremented by 1 for ease of 
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notation). The third column gives the value of O(Ui) for each choice of O(Ui) - in other 
words, for each generator g E: {a, b, c, d, a’, b’, c’, d’}, g” is computed. The entry corres- 
ponding to O(Ui) = (a’)“’ was computed earlier, as z example of the definition of u. 
The fourth and fifth columns will define a new cyclic path 6; for 1 < i s h, as 
follows. Recall that in (3), each term begins and ends in e4, so we may assume the same 
of u. Then u. = ab and &,+i = fi. Define tie = u,(=e’ab) and &+i = ++r( =/k4). 
For 1 < i < h, define ti by the fourth column in Table 3 and Z;i according to the 
equation in the fifth column, where si is given by 2 = O(ui)tisi. 
Lemma 5.6. With u us above, then jc(2)I = 4 and ) c(3)I = 3 or 4, for 0 I i I h + 1. 
Proof. For i = 0, h + 1 this is clear from the definition above. So assume 1 5 i < h. 
We treat 2 first. 
Suppose O(Ui) = a"'. If m > 1, then lC(O(Ui))l = 4; SO now assume m = 1. According 
to Table 3, either Ui = (xz)y ( =uy = xcr)or Ui begins with (xz)(yz) = ac. In the 
former case, using Table 1, %w = & = ubcd, so 2 = ubcy and lc(2)l = 4; in the 
latter case, 3 = ubc and Ic(s)l = 4 once more. The remaining seven possibilities for 
O(Ui) may be treated very similarly. 
We must also treat tii case by case. Consider when O(ui) = a”’ and 1 (Ui) = (u’)l. Then 
3 ends in c’d’u’ (use the third column to compute (u’)l). Thus, u^i = b . . .c’d’ and 
(C(tii)l = 4. Next consider when O(Ui) = urn and 1 (Ui) = (cl)l. Thus 3 ends in u’b’c’ and 
$ = b . . . b’, with u*i = xwy being the shortest possibility. Thus lc(&)l = 3 in this case 
_ where Ui = xzy, in fact. The remaining seven (or fourteen) cases are again treated 
similarly. IJ 
Define lz(Gi) as the longest final segment w of Gi such that lc(w)l = 2. Thus 
I*(&) = 1(1(Q), if Ie(uJl = 4 and lz($) = 1(&J, if Jc(&)l = 3. The third column of 
Table 4 computes lz(zii) for each possible choice of l(Ui), using the third column of 
Table 3 to evaluate l(uJ (by reading l(Ui) into the first column of that table). For 
instance, if l(ui) = u”, then (from the first row of Table 3), l(s) = (ubcd)2”-2u. 
Hence, for either choice of O(ui), u^i ends in zxw (ninth and fifteenth entries of last 
column of Table 3) and 12(tii) = xw = b. 
Since l(Ui) = O(ui+ i) we may also add the second, fourth and fifth columns of 
Table 3 to Table 4 (incrementing i by 1). For i -C h, the column labelled ti+2 is also 
obtained from Table 3, by noting that l(ui+ i) = O(ui+z) and incrementing i by 2 in 
that table. When i = h we define ti+2 = 1. 
Definegi,i=O,l,..., h+ l,by 
I 
U' if l(Ui) = (a')", PI 2 1, 
gi = \C' if l(Ui) = (C’)“, PI 2 1, 
1 otherwise. 
Lemma5.7. With u us above dejne 12: by tii = tl:lz(t$), i = 0, . . . . h. Then 
lJ=a;;;... l&f&+ 1. 
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Table 4 
an (a’lrn 
wm 
b b 1 a’ 
* 
ui+la’ = bsi+, 
1 es 
* 
u~+~c’ = bsi+, 
b” 
Cn 
(b’)” 
W” 
Wm 
(c’lrn 
1 1 1 ri,+l = bs,+l 
1 1 ri,+l = bsi+l 
d 1 a’ 
* 
ui+,a’ = dsi+l 
1 Cl 
A 
ui+,c’ = dsi+l 
d 
(a’)” 
W” 
(b’)” 
(0” 
a’ 
b’ 
C’ 
d’ 
1 1 1 
* 
ui+l = &+I 
1 1 ri,+, =dsi+, 
1 b 1 
* 
u~+I = d’a’si+lb 
1 1 I?,+~ = d’a’si+I 
1 d 1 
* 
ui+, = b’s,+Id 
1 1 * ui+, = b’s;,, 
VY 
(d’)” 
C’ 
d’ 
a’ 
b’ 
b’ 
d 
1 d 1 
* 
IJ;+, = b’c’q+ ,d 
1 1 L?,+~ = b’c’si+, 
1 b 1 
* 
ui+, = d’sj+,b 
1 1 
h 
Iii+1 = d’si+l 
Proof. By Result 5.3, u = ubu; . . . uAu,,+ ,. We prove, by induction on i, that 
ub . . . U:_luiti+l =;b...r:_l;igi 
in the notation introduced above. Note that since l(u,,+ r) = d, by assumption, 
gh+ 1 = 1. Since we set th+2 = 1, the case i = h + 1 is the required statement. 
The case i = 0 is interpreted as uotl = t&go. By assumption, u0 = ab, whence 
u. = Co, as noted earlier, go = 1 andO(ul) = 6, whence ti = 1, from Table 3. Now - 
assume 
u^b ,.. u^f_luiti+l = ;b . ..u^l_lu^igi. where 0 s i I h. 
We have 
ub . . . U~_rU~Ui+iti+~ 
= 24; .. . U;-1U:l(Ui)ti+lSi+lti+2,sinceui+l =0(24i+i)ti+rsi+r = l(Ui)ti+rSj+r, -- 
= ub . . . U;-rniti+rSi+rti+2, since U:l(Ui) = Ui, 
= u^’ o...a:_lu*igisi+1ti+2 by the inductive hypothesis, 
= i& . . . ti:-lt;ll2(&i)giSi+1ti+2, since iii = 1;:12(fii). 
It remains to show that lz(tii)gisi+lti+2 = uli+lgi+l. This may now be verified by 
simply checking each of the eight cases for l(uJ, with the assistance of Table 4. We 
illustrate the first case, l(ui) = a”. Then lz(u*i) = b, gi = 1 (from the definition), 
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ti+Z = 1 (from the table if i < h, by definition if i = h). Thus lz(u*i)giSi+, ti +z = 
bsi+ I = Iii+ 1 gi+ 1, using the last two columns of the table. !J 
In the notation and terminology above, we may write [l;i] = (ui,e, . . . , Ui,i(u)), 
i(u) 2 1, when Ic(Gi)l = 4; when Ic(Gi)I = 3 put i(u) = 0 and Ui,o = iii. 
Lemma 5.8. With u as above, 
[ii] = (~0,0,~..,~0,0(u)r~1,0,.~~,~1.1(~),~~~, uh+l,O,..., Uh+l,h+l(u)). (6) 
Proof. From the previous lemma u = fib . . . i&r&+ 1. If Ic(i$)( = 4 then by Result 5.3 
fii = U:,O ... U;*i(u)_lUi i(u) = Ul 0 ...Ul i(u) l(ni,i(u)) where ui,j = uI,j l(ni,j) in each case. 
Since lz(l;i) = 1(1(G)) = l(Ui.‘i(uj), we obtain u*i = u:,O . . . ui.i(u). If Ic(fii)l = 3 then 
u^i = l;il(Z;i) = tiilz(fii) = Ui,el2(uli) and SO ii = uf.0. 
Now substitute these products into the one for u above. In order to apply Result 5.3 
to obtain (6) it must be verified that for 0 I i I h, 
lC”i,i(u)) = Ot”i+ 1.0) and c(ui,i(u)) + c(ui+ 1,o) 
since it is clear that 1 c(Ui,j)l = 2 for each j. AS observed above l(Ui,i(u)) = lz(tii), the 
value of which can be read from the third column of Table 4. On the other hand, 
O(u. I+ l,o) = Oz(tii+ 1). It is easily verified that O,(&+ 1) is just the first letter in the right 
hand side of the equation defining zii+ 1 (Table 4), which in each case agrees with 
12(ai). 
Finally, using the cyclic natures of u^i and tii+ 1 it is easy to verify that the edge 
preceding lz(tii) is different from that following Oz(tii+ l). The contents of l(&) and 
O(ai+ 1) are therefore different, as required. 0 
Let C denote the set of eight paths comprising abed, a’b’c’d’ and their cyclic 
permutations. 
Lemma 5.9. Let u and v be interior terms of the characteristic sequences of some path 
w in X5 with Ic(w)l = 4. Ifupv then egg. 
Proof. From Lemma 5.5 and its proof we have that O(u) = (pr)mo, m, 2 1, and 
o(u) = 4, where {p, r> = {x, w}, {x, z}, { y, w} or { y, z} and q E X - {p, r>. Thus u has 
one of the two forms 
u = (pr)“o(qr)ml(pr)m* . . . (pr)““-‘p(rq)m”+l 0) 
u = (pr)mo(qr)ml(pr)m2 . . . (qr)mh-lq(rp)mh+l, (7b) 
where h is even (possibly 0) or odd, respectively, and each mi 2 1. We treat only the 
former case, the latter being similar. 
A similar expression holds for v. Specifically, from up u it follows that O(u) p O(v), 
O(u) = O(u), l(u) p 1 (v) and i(u) = i(v). Now [(pr)“O] = (p, r, . . . , r), (2mo terms), so by 
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Table 5 
qr rq rl. 
a 
b 
z! 
a’ 
b’ 
C’ 
d 
(dabc)2”-‘da 
(abed) 2°F2,b 
(bcda)2”-2bc 
(cdab)“-‘cd 
(a’b’c’d’)2”a’ 
(d’a’b’c’)“- ‘d’a’b 
(c’d’a’b’)%’ 
(b’c’d’a’)h- ‘b’c’d 
(dabc)‘“-‘dax 
(abcd)+‘x 
(bcda) 2n-2bcy 
(cdab)“-‘y 
(a’b’c’d’)z”- *2 
(d’a’b’c’)“-‘w 
(c’d’a’by2z 
(b’c’d’a’)*“-*w 
Result 5.4 it follows that O(u) = (~Y)“o, where n, 2 1, no = m. (mod4). Similarly, 
l(u) = (,)“,+I, where nk+ 1 2 1, nk+ 1 = mk + 1 (mod 4), and k is necessarily even, There- 
fore 
v = (pr)““(qr)nl(pr)“z . . . (pr)“k-lp(rq)nfi+l, each ni 2 1. (8) 
Thus 
[u] = ((pr)““, r(qr)“‘, . . . , r(pr)m*, (rq)“““) 
and [v] = ((pr)“O, r(qr)“l, . . . , r(pr)“,, (rq)““‘). 
For any positive integer n, define A,, r, and yl, by 
r3Ln = r(qr)“, rz, = r(pr)” and rq, = (rq)“. 
Put v = G,,,, and 5 = G,,>. The value of 1, is given in Table 5 for each of the eight 
possible values of qr, corresponding to the eight rows of Table 3; in addition qn is 
computed for the corresponding rq. (Of course this table serves to compute t, too.) 
We illustrate the calculation of the first row of the table. When qr = a = xz then, 
using Table 1 
y(z&) = yz(xz)” = ,,n = cd~bcd(abcd)~” - 2 a, so A, = (dab~)~” - 2da. 
In that case, rq = zx = a’ and from Table 3, (a’)” = (c’d’~‘b’)~“- ’ c’d’u’ = 
z(dubcp - 1 dux, whence qn = (dubc)2”-‘dux. 
From (7a) and (8) we now obtain 
By Lemma 5.6, [c(u)1 = [c(u)1 = 4, but u or E might not contain a subpath belonging 
to C. To rectify this, choose g from C such that g and u, and therefore g and E also, are 
consecutive. We will prove ggp gg. Since E*/p = FCR4(E), its minimal ideal, the 
&class Dg, is completely simple. We have Dg = {wp: WEE*, /c(w)1 = 4}, so u, vo 0,. 
Since of and Q are both cyclic and begin with the same letter (from 
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{a, b, c, d, a’, b’, c’, d’)) O(u) = O(v) and O(u) = O(Q), by a routine calculation. Thus 
up WQI in E*/p. By Green’s lemmas, it suffices to show gupgv. 
From the table we see that 4, < and all the &,,‘s that appear in u and E begin with the 
same letter. Similarly, O(u), O(u) and all such r,,,,‘s end with the same letter. Let p, E in -- 
X* be such that go(u) p and go(u) A,,,, Eend in d; and choose v, K in X* such that pv and 
EK are fourth pow= of path= C and Ic(v)l = ICY( = 4. Then 
where each bracketed term is a power of e. From Table 3 and the fact, proved above, 
that m. z no (mod4), it easily follows that although O(u) and O(u) need not be 
p-related, goO(u) pgoO(u), where go is the least path such thatg,O(u)Gd goO(u) begin 
with a memberof C.?%nce gO(u)ppgO(u)p. 
Similarly, using Table 5, vqp. Weconclude the proof by showing that 
((V&I, s)(Kr,,P) . . . hn$)) P = ((“k,&)(K%,P) . . . h#L)) P. (9) 
Let + : { wp: w E E*, Ic(w)l = 2) + Z be injective. By result 5.4, from u p u it follows that 
(r(qr)m’p~)(r(pr)mzp~) ...NV"pll/) = (r(qr)"l prl/MpV*p~) ... (@YP$) 
in FB4(Z). (10) 
Now [r(pr)“] = (r, p, r, . . . , r), (2n + 1 terms). Thus by Result 5.4, r(pr)” p r(pr)” if and 
only if m E n (mod4). 
Similarly, r(qr)” p r(qr)" if and only if m = n (mod4); further, r(pr)” and r(qr)” are 
never p-related. By using Table 5 it may then be verified (as for 5 and q above) that 
r(pr)” p r(pr)” implies KT,E p KZ,E and that r(qr)” p r(qr)” implies v&s p V&E. 
But each of (KT,,,e)p and (v&,&)p lies in the subgroup He+, of E*/p, which belongs to 
B4. Thus substitution in (10) yields the equation (9) and gu p gv, whence g p g. 0 
Lemma 5.10. Let u and u be as in Lemma 5.9, [fi] = (uo, . . . , u,,+ 1), if Ic(t;)l = 4, and 
u. = ti if Ic(t?))l = 3; similarly, let [I?] = (uo, . . . . ok+& if (c(0)\ = 4, and u. = v^ if 
Ic(C)l = 3 (c.$ the deJnition preceding Lemma 5.8). Zfu p u thenfor any injectiue mapping 
$:{wp: WEE*, [c(w)1 = 3) ‘Z, 
(11) 
Proof. Since O(u)pO(u) and l(u) p l(u) (by Result 5.4) ti and v* are calculated by the 
same equation in Table 3. As in the case by case analysis in the proof of Lemma 5.6, 
O(u^) = O(8), that is, u. = uo. Likewise u h+l = uk+r. Hence if Ic(t;)l = Ic(@)l = 3, (11) 
holds. 
By the previous lemma, up v. Choose gE C so that g and IL, and g and g are 
consecutive, as in the previous proof. Again, go(u) p go(u) and of course gu p gc. Now if -- 
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lc(t;)l = Ic($)l = 4 then since no = u o, lip.!%‘v*p in E*/p. By Green’s lemmas (applied 
according to the cases exhibited in Table 3), u* p z?. Then (11) follows from Result 5.4. 
Finally, consider the case lc(u^)l = 3, jc($)l = 4. Since go(u) and go(v) end in the same 
letter, there exists f~ C such that gu p g0(U)f4ts, and ggpO(v)f4ts,, where u = o(u) 
tusu, g = O(u)t,s, and t = t, = t,, since t, and t, are defined by the same row of 
Table 3 (wx Ui = u and Ui = u, respectively). By another Green’s lemma argument, 
j&pfts,. The proof is completed by computing [fu*] and [ji?] for each case in 
Table 3 where Ic(t;)l = 3 can occur and then using Result 5.4. 
We illustrate with the case O(U) = urn. It was shown in the proof of Lemma 5.6 that if 
l(u) = (a’)” then lc(u^)l = 4. So we need only treat the case l(u) = (c’)~. Again, Ic(;)l = 4 
except when u = xzy( =ay = xc’). Then u = abcy, t = b, s, = cy and u* = by = xwy. 
Here f = bcda and [f&l = (CI, B, y, 6, uo). The characteristic sequence for f;, on the 
other hand, is (a,/?, y, 6, vo, . . . , uk + 1) and (11) is now immediate from Result 5.4, upon 
noting that vk + 1 = uo, since fi and u^ end with the same letter. 0 
We are now ready to prove that pip qi + 1 implies pip qi + i, yielding the contradiction 
noted before Lemma 5.5 and therefore completing the proof of the varietal part of 
Theorem 5.1. 
Let hi1 = (Pi.09 . . ..Pi.h+l) and [qi+l] =(qi+l,o,...,qi+l.k+l), BY assumption, 
Pi,o=qi+l.o =&I and Pi.h+l =qi+l,k+l =p. We have C(pi)=C(qi+~)= {TY,Z,W} 
and 
By Lemma 5.10, if Pi,sPqi+l,t then 
(13) 
where CI;i.sl = (Pi,s,O, . . . , Pi,s,s(p,)) and C$t+ ~,tl = (qi.+ l,t,o, . . . , qi+ l,t.t(qi+l)L in the no- 
tation introduced prior to Lemma 5.8. We may therefore replace the free generators 
Pi,sP@ and qi+l,zP @ in (12) by the left- and right-hand sides of (13), respectively, to get 
an equation in FB4(Z). Given the expressions for [pi] and [qi+ 1] from Lemma 5.8, 
Result 5.4 now implies pip qi+ 1. 
To deduce that the finite members of R form a nonlocal pseudovariety it suffices to 
know that B4 is locally finite [16]. For then by [2], CR4 is also locally finite and thus 
X*/ siR is finite, and divides no monoid in R. 
It also follows from the proof of the theorem that the variety T is not local. 
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